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About This Game

The classic maze based strategic bombing game is back.
Earth is invaded by aliens and you are in charge of your robotic soldier to defend it.

Navigate your way through the maze and destroy the aliens and their bases by strategically placing bombs.
Unleash a devastating Energy Blast to destroy everything around you.

Become invincible and destroy everything in your path, once you fill your adrenaline bar and activate a Tornado.

Features:
- Various mazes to navigate and play

- Collect coins and use them to customize your game and get power-ups.

Available customizations:
- 5 different soldier types

- 16 different types of bombs
- 7 upgrades (Atomic Bomb, Explosive football, Gun powder keg, Infinite bombs, Jetpack, Tornado, Protection Shield)

- Energy blast charge
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Facts: I'm a game moderator (voluntary user); I can be biased, but I know this game really well; also, remember that this is Early
Access, so still a beta phase.

Talking about the game: first of all, despite the tags, this is NOT a simulator; it's more like an arcade racing game with realistic
features (don't expect to drift on every corner or have random racing lines); still, the model is really satisfying: the racing
experience and setup know-how is rewarded, while beginners won't have many problems driving their first cars. With the
inclusions of new events, career mode and other stuff there's plenty to do, and car customization is one of the best ever seen in a
racing game, both on visual stuff like paint and development. Good races are real fun, and the tracks are inspired and good to
drive in. The devs also are very active, and try to fix bugs in a quickly way (also are active in the forums, which is nice).

Bad things: excluding random bugs (which I'm not experiencing at the moment, save for some really minor stuff) the worst part
is the performance of the game in this phase. We know that graphic optimization and new shaders are coming very soon, but at
the moment on many computers a race with full roster will make the fps drop. There's also the minor issue of a little population,
but hopefully this will change in the next weeks (it's still early - early access), and the races and events still flow very nicely, so
it's not really a problem.

What will come next: full Steam integration, procedural race tracks, track editor and Steam Workshop support. Probably some
of the best features to have in a game like this.

For old users: the payment model has changed. This is now a buy-to-play; so you will need to buy the game if you want to play
(it's not going free to play after the beta) but THERE ARE NO MORE MICROTRANSACTIONS in the game. Also, the
reward were raised quite a lot, so buying new cars is much faster.

Conclusions: in my opinion, if you like racing games, you are curious or look for a relaxed fun game go for it. There's plenty to
do, the game has some good depth, the class are really different one from each other and at this low price it's worth the entry,
also because new features will flow in and make the game even better. Still, if you like only Simulators, beware that this game is
not one; don't expect an Assetto Corsa or rFactor or iRacing here, because it's not (and it does not pretend to be one).. Got early
access due to supporting the kickstarter fund, I delayed playing through it a bit for fear of feels and a long wait for the next
chapter.
Despite my best efforts I couldn't keep myself off it for more than 2 or 3 days after I played for a tiny bit to check out the
changes from 1 and 2. Having finished it I loved it and am very much looking forward to the next games that are still to come!.
Looks like a semi-clone of Space Empires 5. I don't like the tech tree. Unfortunately for me it crashes about every 20 mins so I
cannot recommend anyone buy it.. I was surprised how good this game is. Replayability is good as well. Hopefully they will
make a 2.0 or add DLC for this one. (FYI on the main weapons screen, drag to the left and there's 2 more weapons). I normally
dont write reviews but... for this game i just had to! Because everybody has to know thats its totally extremly and
absolutly...♥♥♥♥♥♥ Dont buy it. Dont let the shiny graphics, license and comparison with mario kart blind you into buying
this! Why? Because the game mechanics is bad. The team did really a good job on polishing the game. But the mechanics... for
example, if you get hit by an enemy extra, you get a double punishment. Not only for the extra that hit you, but also your car is
broken now and you drive more slowly. You have to drive trough a pit stop (normally around 2-3 on the map) where you lose
AGAIN time to repair your car. If you add the pit stop you get triple punishment... wtf...
It also has no kind of fun mechanics like in sega sonic all star racing or mario kart where you can use your skill to get extra
boosts. Instead you have Kers... and Jump Boots... where you just have the possibility on some occasions by simple button
releasing and pressing to gain an extra boost. Yay again... Please DONT BUY Save your money! I am Sorry for the dev Team,
You did a great job with the game overall, but your game lead designer should buy any nintendo mario kart game to see what
good game design for fun racers is. Thx
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Awesome classic game! Still loving it just as much as I used to do it many years ago.. this "game" can go and get ♥♥♥♥ed
. + very beautiful graphics and levels
+ later movement modes are very satisfying to practice
+ the enemies have very distinct modes of attack

- sometimes the cherries are really hard to pick:)
. Overall this is a very cute game with whimsical art and witty dialogue. My only complaint is that it's pretty short and it could be
a little more interactive.. This is a fun little game that has enough content to justify the cost. I highly recommend this if you are
looking for a short or long term distraction, or want a cheerfully casual game to play with a friend.. We need more punk. This is
definetly a giant milestone.. It feels like you are trapped in the ancient complex forever. Poor guy.. nice fun cheap rhythm game
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